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 	          [image: HOLLYWOOD, CA - MARCH 12: Bob Iger attends the Governors Ball after the 95th Academy Awards at the Dolby Theatre on March 12, 2023 in Hollywood, California. (Jay L. Clendenin / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Disney’s biggest shareholder fight in 20 years will shape the company’s future  
 
Disney’s shareholder vote has become a contentious referendum on CEO Bob Iger, who has struggled to tame enormous problems that prompted his return in late 2022. 
9 things to know about the great Disney-Nelson Peltz proxy fight
‘We have to go to war’: The man battling Disney’s Bob Iger — and increasingly long odds



 

    
 	          [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - APRIL 23, 2020: Construction is underway at 2900 Wilshire Blvd., a $300 million high-rise apartment complex in Koreatown on April 23, 2020, in Los Angeles, California. ({Dania Maxwell} / {Los Angeles Times})]  
    California is building fewer homes. The state could get even more expensive  
 
Developers built fewer homes in California in 2023, potentially leading to higher prices and rents as a supply shortage worsens.


 
	          [image: Screen shot from L.A. Times produced video – A 15-year-old girl who was abducted by her father was shot and killed by a San Bernardino County Sheriff's deputy as she followed their instructions, according to new footage released to the public.]  
   Teen, reported kidnapped, was killed by deputies as she followed their instructions, video shows 
 
The 15-year-old girl was shot and killed on the side of a California highway less than 24 hours after she was abducted by her father.


 

     Trending 
   
	         [image: A Falcon 9 rocket launched from Vandenberg Space Force Base at dusk carried 22 Starlink internet satellites into low-Earth orbit as seen from Whittier, California on April 1, 2024.]  
    SpaceX rocket launches over Southern California after four-day delay   
 



	         [image: Santa Monica, CA - March 31: A jogger is reflected with palm trees in standing rain puddles along the beach path as a late season storm moves out of Southern California on Sunday, March 31, 2024 in Santa Monica, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    ‘Way, way, way above normal’ rains could set all-time L.A. record as wet weather continues  
 



	         [image: SUSANVILLE, CA - JUNE 08: California Correctional Center, is a minimum-security state prison, in Northern California on Tuesday, June 8, 2021 in Susanville, CA. The town of Susanville and how they are dealing with the closure of the California Correctional Center, a state prison, that has become their economic lifeline. (Gary Coronado / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Newsom has approved three California prison closures but resists pressure to shutter more  
 





    
 	          [image: DEIR AL BALAH, GAZA - APRIL 02: Heavily damaged vehicle of the officials working at the US-based international volunteer aid organization World Central Kitchen (WCK), who are killed, is seen after an Israeli attack on a vehicle belonging to WCK in Deir Al-Balah of Gaza on April 02, 2024. (Photo by Ashraf Amra/Anadolu via Getty Images)]  
    Grief and anger as workers with José Andrés aid kitchen killed in Israeli airstrikes in Gaza  
 
Staffers from World Central Kitchen, chef José Andrés’ humanitarian aid group trying to get food to Palestinians in Gaza, were killed in Israeli airstrikes.


 
	          [image: A student protest about the war in Israel/Gaza takes place at the University of California, Berkeley's Sather Gate on Monday, Oct. 16, 2023. (AP Photo/Michael Liedtke)]  
    California city council meetings stir up heated debate over calls for Gaza cease-fire   
 
More city councils in California have weighed in on the Israel-Hamas war with calls for a cease-fire, often setting off major debates and discord at public meetings. 


 

         Californians Are Reading 
   
	         [image: A new slide covering the roadway just south of Mill Creek, along the Big Sur Coast. Crews continue to respond at numerous locations on Highway 1, which are showing significant instability as a result of ongoing rain event.]  
    Part of Highway 1 near Big Sur crumbles as new landslide closes more of historic roadway  
 



	         [image: WESTWOOD, CA- MARCH 21: Darlene Luna Barahona, a fourth-year student, said she always used this pod at the John Wooden Center as a place to rest before class or for traffic to settle after class because of her commute from Santa Clarita. Two UCLA BruinHubs - this one on a former squash court at the John Wooden Center and another at the Strathmore Building - are currently open and in-use as UCLA re-purposes unused spaces. Photographed at UCLA in Westwood, CA on Thursday, March 21, 2024. (Myung J. Chun / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Exhausted, hungry and sleep-deprived: UCLA student super-commuters search for relief  
 



	         [image: Partial solar eclipse April 8]  
    How to watch the solar eclipse from California — and avoid heartbreak if chasing ‘totality’  
 





        
 	          [image: Misa Hylton Brim poses at an event against a black backdrop]  
    Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs’ ex slams feds, posts dramatic footage of L.A. raid where his sons were detained  
 
Misa Hylton, mother of Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs’ son Justin Dior Combs, accused federal agents of racism when they detained him at his father’s L.A. mansion.


 
	          [image: The Dodgers' Shohei Ohtani and his interpreter, Ippei Mizuhara, attend at a news conference at Gocheok Sky Dome in Seoul]  
    Column: It’s not just Shohei — a massive scandal involving sports betting is just around the corner  
 
The controversy surrounding Shohei Otani is just a hint of the potential scandals arising from legalized sports betting.


 
	          [image: Abortion-rights activists rally outside the Supreme Court, Tuesday, March 26, 2024, in Washington. The Supreme Court is hearing arguments in its first abortion case since conservative justices overturned the constitutional right to an abortion two years ago. At stake in Tuesday's arguments is the ease of access to a medication used last year in nearly two-thirds of U.S. abortions. (AP Photo/Jose Luis Magana)]  
    Trump could gut abortion access in California if elected. Here’s how  
 
The Supreme Court appears unlikely to create further abortion restrictions in its upcoming ruling about the safety of mifepristone. But another threat to abortion access — from a Trump White House — is far more likely to succeed. 


 
	          [image: An example of the interface of Loti's Watchtower on a smartphone. ]  
    Hollywood celebs are scared of deepfakes. This talent agency will use AI to fight them  
 
WME is partnering with Seattle-based AI and image recognition company Loti to stop unauthorized digital use of images from WME clients, including deepfakes. 
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 	         [image: A heat pump is installed at a house in Frankfurt, Germany, Thursday, Sept. 7, 2023. (AP Photo/Michael Probst)]  
    Opinion: Heat pumps cut costs and pollution. So why isn’t it easier to install one in California?  
 



	          Editorial: California snow survey makes it official — we’re all wet  
 
     
  

	          Goldberg: Voters wishing for an alternative to Trump and Biden got one. Unfortunately, it’s RFK Jr.  
 
     
  

	          Opinion: A deadly but curable disease is thriving in L.A.’s jails. That’s unacceptable  
 
     
  

	          Granderson: Caitlin Clark is having a moment in women’s basketball. She shouldn’t be the only one  
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       Read today’s eNewspaper  
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       Try today’s Crossword  
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        De Los    
   
  	          [image: People with a hand over them that's holding a magnifying glass.]  
   The Census is changing its categories on race and ethnicity. Here’s what that means for Latinos  
 


 
	              [image: Shakia, Carin Leon and Peso Pluma]  
    Latinx Files: What Shakira’s ‘Las Mujeres Ya No Lloran’ says about Latin music.  
 


             [image: Los Poetas de Los Angeles.]  
    The best places to hear Latinx poets in Los Angeles  
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        Guides  
   
 	         [image: Monthly recap photos]  
 For Subscribers
   The best places to eat and drink in L.A. this month, according to our food writers  
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 21: Camly Nguyen smiles in between sipping Jeremie Hutchet Pet Nat alongside Jenevieve Heo at Red Room on Thursday, March 21, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Michael Blackshire / Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   Where to eat, drink and party late-night in Koreatown  
 



	         [image: A "Broadway Rose" streetlight set against the iconic U.S. Bank Tower.]  
    This guide to L.A.’s historic streetlights will illuminate your view of the city  
 





         Latest California  
   
 	         [image: Travelers prepare to enter Oakland International airport Tuesday, Nov. 26, 2013, in Oakland, Calif. (AP Photo/Ben Margot)]  
    This Bay Area airport wants to change its name. The San Francisco airport hates the idea  
 



	         [image: A construction worker exits the future Wilshire/Fairfax metro station during an event celebrating the completion of tunneling operations for the Metro D Line Subway Extension Project in Los Angeles, California, USA, 01 April 2024. The event marks the successful completed tunneling for the entire 9-mile underground alignment between the current Wilshire/Western D (Purple) Line station terminus in Koreatown and Westwood/VA Hospital. (Etienne Laurent / For the Times)]  
    L.A. Metro’s D Line hits a milestone: Tunneling is complete for expansion to the Westside  
 



	         [image: A woman pours an orange container into a cup of tea.]  
    Orange County doctor charged with poisoning her husband with Drano faces new allegations  
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	          California 
 For Subscribers
   Swifty Blue raps about L.A. gang life — and finds himself dodging real-life violence  
 
     
  

	          Science & Medicine 
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   She died after liposuction by a pediatrician. Doctors warn of cosmetic surgery’s ‘Wild West’  
 
     
  

	          Entertainment & Arts 
 For Subscribers
   L.A.’s Mark Taper Forum will reopen, but does Center Theatre Group have a sustainable path forward?  
 
     
  

	          UCLA Sports 
    Commentary: UCLA-LSU is America’s sweethearts vs. its basketball villains  
 
     
  

	          California 
    After 50 years, Skid Row may be changing forever  
 
     
  



 Newsletter
  Start your day right
  
  Sign up for Essential California for news, features and recommendations from the L.A. Times and beyond in your inbox six days a week. 
    Enter email address
  
 Sign Me Up  

   You may occasionally receive promotional content from the Los Angeles Times.
   
  

               California Living 
   
	         [image: Claremont, CA - March 12: Susan Spradley assembles a bouquet made from flowers that grow in the area and are sustainable in a vase at the California Botanic Garden on Tuesday, March 12, 2024 in Claremont, CA. (Dania Maxwell / Los Angeles Times)]  
    15 best native plants to grow in your yard if you also want fragrant bouquets  
 



	         [image: Mango Gwen cheers on Hidhawk & Meanstreetz at Laundry Wand.]  
    He was called a gentrifier — until opening his laundromat to L.A.’s underground bands  
 



	         [image: Festival of Books attendees learn about native plants at the 2023 L.A. Times Plants booth.]  
    Spring into the world of native plants at the L.A. Times Plants booth at Festival of Books  
 





      Neighborhood Guides 
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 For Subscribers
   This must be downtown L.A.  
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 For Subscribers
   This must be the Arts District  
 



         [image: Mid City title typography]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Mid-City  
 



         [image: Elysian Valley title typography]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Elysian Valley (a.k.a. Frogtown)  
 



         [image: Culver City title]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Culver City  
 



         [image: This must be Silver Lake]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Silver Lake  
 



         [image: This must be Manhattan Beach]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Manhattan Beach  
 



         [image: This must be Monterey Park]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Monterey Park  
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 For Subscribers
   This must be Los Feliz  
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    Don’t Miss 
   
	         [image: PORTLAND, OR - APRIL 01: UConn Huskies guard Paige Bueckers (5) reacts after winning.]  
    Paige Bueckers and UConn end magical season for JuJu Watkins and USC  
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, California-Patric Gagne is the author of "Sociopath," published by Simon and Schuster (Stephen Holvik)]  
    ‘I’m a liar. I’m a thief. I’m capable of almost anything.’  
 



	         [image: Andrew Scott and Dakota Fanning, who star in Netflix's remake of "Ripley" at the Crosby Street Hotel]  
    Andrew Scott and Dakota Fanning say their ‘Ripley’ characters aren’t rivals, ‘they’re frenemies’  
 





  
  

       
     Columnists
          
  	            [image: Gustavo Arellano]  
      Gustavo Arellano   
     Column: Corruption ‘feels like a betrayal.’ What motivates U.S. Atty. E. Martin Estrada   
 
 
  


  
        
  	            [image: George Skelton]  
      George Skelton   
     Column: Primary election no-shows in California are a warning to Biden  
 
 
  


  
        
  	            [image: Patt Morrison]  
      Patt Morrison   
     Kate’s remarkable video was a Royal revolution, scepter-spinning in its frankness  
 
 
  


  
  

              More News 
   
            [image: INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 14: Rapper Kanye West performs onstage during the "Vultures 1" playback concert during Rolling Loud 2024 the at Hollywood Park Grounds on March 14, 2024 in Inglewood. (Wally Skalij/Los Angeles Times)]  
   Kanye West sued by former Donda Academy employee claiming workplace abuses  
 
Trevor Phillips, a former employee of Yeezy and Donda Academy, sued West in Los Angeles court on Tuesday.


 

                     [image: SUSANVILLE, CA - JUNE 08: California Correctional Center, is a minimum-security state prison, in Northern California on Tuesday, June 8, 2021 in Susanville, CA. The town of Susanville and how they are dealing with the closure of the California Correctional Center, a state prison, that has become their economic lifeline. (Gary Coronado / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Newsom has approved three California prison closures but resists pressure to shutter more  
 


    
                 [image: FILE - Hunter Biden, the son of President Joe Biden, speaks to guests during the White House Easter Egg Roll on the South Lawn of the White House, April 18, 2022, in Washington. (AP Photo/Andrew Harnik, File)]  
    Federal judge rejects Hunter Biden’s bid to dismiss tax case in L.A., paving way for trial  
 


    
                 [image: An employee prepares a burrito bowl at a Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc. restaurant in Louisville, Kentucky, U.S., on Saturday, Feb. 2, 2019. Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc. is scheduled to release earnings figures on February 6. Photographer: Luke Sharrett/Bloomberg via Getty Images]  
    Starbucks, Chipotle, McDonald’s: Who’s raising prices as California fast-food law goes into effect  
 


    
           
                     The year of the ‘mansion tax’: Hundreds of millions raised, but a chill to L.A.’s luxury market  
 


   
           Thief who finagled luxury hotel room keys admits to brazen diamond necklace heist   
 


   
           Amid above-average snowpack, Newsom urges focus on state water resilience and adaptation  
 


   
           Why Rajon Rondo is retiring two years after last NBA game: He’s a ‘full-time dad’  
 


   
   
   

  
             Latest Stories    
   
 	    Oklahoma court considers whether to allow the nation’s first publicly funded Catholic school  
 



	    Haiti’s surge in gang violence has led thousands to flee the capital  
 



	    Chris Cross, Ultravox bassist and “Vienna” co-writer,  dies at 71  
 



	    Cyprus asks EU Commission chief to get Lebanon to stop migrants from leaving its shores  
 



	    UCLA opens spring football practice with an emphasis on welcoming fans  
 





     Join the Conversation 
   
	          Disney’s biggest shareholder fight in 20 years will shape the company’s future  
 
     
  

	          California is building fewer homes. The state could get even more expensive  
 
     
  

	          Trump could gut abortion access in California if elected. Here’s how  
 
     
  

	          Column: Disneyland is ditching gas cars at Autopia. It’s a great first step for Tomorrowland  
 
     
  



  
  

              Editors’ Pick 
   
           [image: Two women hand leaflets to two theatergoers before the circular architecture of the Mark Taper Forum]  
For Subscribers
   L.A.’s Mark Taper Forum will reopen, but does Center Theatre Group have a sustainable path forward?  
 
CTG Artistic Director Snehal Desai and Managing Director Meghan Pressman lay out a tentative road map for recovery, including the reopening of one of the city’s most important stages.
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               Food 
   
	         [image: A snapshot of Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.]  
    2024 Coachella food lineup is stacked with heavy hitters from L.A.’s dining scene  
 



	         [image: Monthly recap photos]  
 For Subscribers
   The best places to eat and drink in L.A. this month, according to our food writers  
 



	         [image: KBBQ]  
    The ultimate guide to eating and drinking in Koreatown  
 





  
            101 Best Restaurants    
   
 	         [image: LOS ANGELES , CA - OCTOBER 10: Butternut Squash Tortelloni from Osteria Mozza on Monday, Oct. 10, 2022 in Los Angeles , CA. (Shelby Moore / For The Times)]  
    23 newcomers to the 101 Best Restaurants in L.A. guide  
 





  
  

               Climate California 
   
         [image: A visualization of 20 years of Sierra snowpacks]  
   How the last 20 years of Sierra snowpack stack up, in one graphic  
 
This graphic plots a 20-year history of the Sierra snowpack, recalling several other wet years and many more recurring spells of drought.




         [image: Lone Pine, CA - February 13: A lone cottonwood near the shoreline of a revived Owens Lake more than a century after its inflows were diverted into the Los Angeles Aqueduct on Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2024 in Lone Pine, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    California storms deliver above-average snowpack, replenish reservoirs  
 



         [image: LODI, CA - MARCH 25, 2024: Lodi winegrape Commissioner Stuart Spencer walks past rows of unpicked shriveled grapes left on a vineyard on March 25, 2024 in Lodi, California. "What's aggravating is that we have grapes that didn't get picked or sold while the biggest wineries in the state are bringing in cheap bulk wine from overseas," said Spencer.(Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   Global wine glut compounds headaches for struggling California vineyards  
 



         [image: HALF MOON BAY, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 21: Captain William "Smitty" Smith stands for a portrait at Pillar Point Harbor in Half Moon Bay. This year's salmon fishing season, which typically starts in May, is likely to be severely restricted - or possibly canceled for a second straight year. (Loren Elliott / For The Times)]  
    Salmon populations are struggling, bringing economic woes for California’s fishing fleet  
 



         [image: LONG BEACH, CALIF. - NOV. 18, 2021. Trucks idle in a long line as drivers wait to enter a shipping terminal in the Port of Long Beach on Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021. (Luis Sinco / Los Angeles Times)]  
    EPA issues new clean air rules for heavy-duty trucks. California’s rules are tougher  
 






  
  

               Entertainment & Arts 
   
         [image: Beyonce and Stevie Wonder appear onstage together to accept an award]  
   Beyoncé reveals the harmonica player on her new version of ‘Jolene’: Stevie Wonder  
 
Despite not being listed in the credits or the track list, Stevie Wonder had a hand in the making of Beyoncé’s new country-influenced album, ‘Cowboy Carter.’




         [image: A man with short dark hair, white facial hair in a dark suit standing against a dark gray backdrop]  
    Michael Stuhlbarg returns to Broadway after man allegedly hurled a rock at his head  
 



         [image: Mavis Leno wears a white blazer while embracing husband Jay Leno, who is holding a TV trophy]  
    Jay Leno’s wife Mavis Leno sometimes ‘does not know’ him due to dementia, lawyer says  
 



         [image: El Segundo, CA - November 19: Hollywood Executive Jonathan Glickman, Founder, Glickman Media Group poses for a portrait on Sunday, Nov. 19, 2023 in El Segundo, CA. (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Former MGM film executive Jonathan Glickman named CEO of Miramax  
 



         [image: A seated woman with long light brown hair wearing a black long-sleeve sweater and folding her arms on a table in front of her]  
    L.A. author Kathryn Scanlan wins $175,000 literary prize: ‘Baffling and wonderful’  
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                                       [image: ]  

            [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - APRIL 1, 2024: Shohei Othani follows through on a swing during a game against the Cardinals on Monday at Dodger Stadium on April 1, 2024 in Los Angeles, California.(Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
   Shohei Ohtani focused on swing after quiet, yet productive, opening week with Dodgers  
 
Shohei Ohtani has produced three doubles and three RBIs for the Dodgers, but he has admittedly looked somewhat out of sync with his swing.




         [image: PORTLAND, OR - APRIL 01: UConn Huskies guard Paige Bueckers (5) reacts after winning.]  
    Paige Bueckers and UConn end magical season for JuJu Watkins and USC  
 



         [image: Southern California head coach Andy Enfield, left, talks with guard Bronny James during the first half of an NCAA college basketball game against Utah Thursday, Feb. 15, 2024, in Los Angeles. (AP Photo/Mark J. Terrill)]  
    USC basketball coach Andy Enfield leaves for same job at SMU  
 



         [image: Los Angeles Clippers guard Russell Westbrook brings the ball up court against the Charlotte Hornets]  
    ‘Don’t disrespect my name:’ Russell Westbrook gets in heated exchange with fan  
 



         [image: AC Milan's Christian Pulisic celebrates after scoring his side's opening goal during a Serie A.]  
    How American players are helping fuel a renaissance in Italy’s top soccer league  
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	         [image: LA Times Today: Patt Says: California creates committee to promote happiness]  
   LA Times Today: Patt Says: California creates committee to promote happiness 
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	         Canelo responde a De la Hoya sobre comentario de que sus peleas son aburridas 
 
     
  

	          Messi vuelve a entrenar, pero sigue en duda para enfrentar a Monterrey en CONCACAF  
 
     
  

	          Biden y Xi hablan de Taiwán, IA y fentanilo en un intento de retomar sus conversaciones regulares  
 
     
  



  
  

               Visual Storytelling 
   
         [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - MARCH 28: nLos Angeles Dodgers third baseman Max Muncy (13) is introduced before the game against the St. Louis Cardinals in Dodgers Stadium on Thursday, March 28, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Robert Gauthier / Los Angeles Times)]  
   Photos: Opening Day 2024 at Dodger Stadium  
 
 




         [image: A snowboarder flies above the lip on the Olympic-sized, 22-foot-tall half pipe at Mammoth Mountain on March 14, 2024.]  
 For Subscribers
   GoPros, gummies, reckless abandon: Why ski slopes are getting more dangerous  
 



         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 20: Migrant Nubia Reyes daughter Marcela, 9 yawns as she wakes up to get ready for school up after spending the night in a Skid Row tent on Wednesday, March 20, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Children on Skid Row: Four migrant families form a tenuous community  
 






  
  

               World & Nation 
   
         [image: In this Sept. 29, 2023, photo at the grave of Lucky Pitka McCormick, her granddaughter Kathleen Carlo, left, and McCormick's great-great-grandchildren Lucia, center, and Addison Carlo place candles and stones on the grave during a reburial ceremony in Rampart, Alaska. Pitka was one of the Lost Alaskans sent to a mental hospital in the 1930s. Her grave was recently discovered, and family members brought her back to Alaska for a proper burial. (Wally Carlo via AP).]  
   Volunteers uncover fate of thousands of Alaskans sent to Oregon mental hospital a century ago  
 
A 15-year volunteer effort is helping identify the fates of thousands of Alaskans who were shipped to a controversial psychiatric hospital in Oregon.




         [image: An aircraft airdrops humanitarian aid over the northern Gaza Strip, as seen from southern Israel, Sunday, March 31, 2024. (AP Photo/Tsafrir Abayov)]  
    Israeli troops withdraw from Shifa Hospital, Gaza’s largest, after 2-week raid  
 



         [image: TURMUS AYYA, OCCUPIED WEST BANK -- DECEMBER 1, 2023: Amal Abu Awad, 59, harvests olives by hand on their family groves next to their home in Turmus Ayya, Occupied West Bank, Friday, Dec. 1, 2023. Since the start of the Israel-Hamas war in October, olive farmers throughout the region worry that their way of life may be on the verge of extinction N with settlers using the war as a pretext for a land grab. Abu Awad and his family have been beaten up and repeatedly threatened with expulsion from their land. Their house was vandalized, and some of their farm equipment was confiscated or destroyed. But even before the war, the annual job had become increasingly difficult over the years for the more than 100,000 Palestinian families in the West Bank that rely on it for their livelihood. (MARCUS YAM / LOS ANGELES TIMES)]  
    Another casualty of escalating clashes in the West Bank: the Palestinian olive harvest  
 



         [image: FILE - Israeli police officers scuffle with ultra-Orthodox Jewish men during a protest against possible changes to the military draft laws, outside a military recruitment office in Jerusalem, on March 4, 2024. Israel's High Court ruling Thursday to curtail subsidies for ultra-Orthodox men has thrown Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's political future into grave jeopardy. Netanyahu now has until Monday to present the court with a plan to dismantle what the justices called a system that privileges the ultra-Orthodox at the expense of the country's majority. (AP Photo/Leo Correa, File)]  
    Could Israeli court decision on subsidies for ultra-Orthodox topple Netanyahu?  
 



         [image: CIUDAD JUAREZ , MEXICO - MARCH 21: Hundreds of foreigners who camped at the border, broke the fence with their hands, sticks and different tools they had, placed blankets over the spikes and entered the United States, through the area known as Gate 36 in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico on March 21, 2024. American authorities kneeled migrants waiting to be processed. On the Mexican side, an operation is implemented by the Municipal Police and the National Migration Institute, who they remained waiting for what might happen. (Photo by Christian Torres/Anadolu via Getty Images)]  
    The standoff at Gate 36: Texas sends in the troops to block migrants from seeking asylum   
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	          Sign up for our L.A. on the Record newsletter  
 
     
  

	          9 things to know about the great Disney-Nelson Peltz proxy fight  
 
     
  

	           Highway 1: It’s getting riskier to perch a road on the edge of the continent  
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    Your guide for what to see, shop and journey for in April  
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    Presenting the Spring Issue: It’s time to play  
 


  
	           [image: Los Angeles, CA - February 13: Artist Erick Medel holds one of his textile art pieces on Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Jason Armond / Los Angeles Times)]  
    An ode to the flower sellers of L.A.’s Flower District  
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    “Is it possible to write down how we feel without betraying our feelings?” Victoria Chang asks  
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    Explore Latino culture and identity. Join the conversation   
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    Compare Financial Products  
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 	         [image: Family handout photograph of Amanda Nenigar. Amanda Nenigar is pictured in an undated photo. Nenigar was found dead after she went missing a month ago in the desert near the Arizona and California border.]  
    What happened to Amanda Nenigar? California woman who called for help from the desert is found dead  
 



	          Lou Conter, last survivor of USS Arizona in Pearl Harbor bombing, dies in California at 102  
 
   April 1, 2024
  
  

	          More than $150 in credits coming to Southern Californians’ utility bills this month  
 
   April 1, 2024
  
  

	          Landlord Arnel Management illegally withheld security deposits, attorney general alleges  
 
   April 1, 2024
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 	         [image: FILE - Uvalde mayoral candidate Cody Smith gestures toward a voter waiting in a long line outside of the SSGT Willie de Leon Civic Center on Election Day, Nov. 7, 2023, in Uvalde, Texas. On Monday, April 1, 2024, Smith, now mayor of Uvalde, resigned from his position effective immediately, leaving his post empty the same week the city's police chief is expected to step down. (Sam Owens/The San Antonio Express-News via AP, File)]  
    Uvalde mayor resigns, citing health issues in wake of controversial report on 2022 school shooting  
 



	          Pope exposes confidential details of past conclaves, settles scores with Pope Benedict XVI’s aide  
 
   April 2, 2024
  
  

	          Biden and Xi discuss Taiwan, AI and fentanyl in a push to return to regular talks  
 
   April 2, 2024
  
  

	          12-year-old opens fire at Finland school, killing 1 and wounding 2, police say  
 
   April 2, 2024
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 	         [image: FILE - This July 16, 2013 file photo shows a street sign for Wall Street outside the New York Stock Exchange in New York. Stocks are opening slightly lower on Wall Street, Tuesday, March 31, 2020, as investors close out a brutal month of March. The S&P 500 is headed for its biggest quarterly decline since the last quarter of 2008.(AP Photo/Mark Lennihan, File)]  
    Wall Street sinks as healthcare stocks and Tesla tumble  
 



	          Tesla sales fall short of estimates in first drop since 2020  
 
   April 2, 2024
  
  

	          Trump Media stock falls more than 21% after company discloses $58-million loss for 2023  
 
   April 1, 2024
  
  

	          Wall Street slips as bond yields jump on surprisingly strong manufacturing data  
 
   April 1, 2024
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 	         [image: Comedian Joe Flaherty performs in 1979.]  
    Joe Flaherty, ‘Freaks and Geeks’ and ‘SCTV’ star, dies at 82  
 



	          Barbara Rush, ‘It Came From Outer Space’ and ‘Peyton Place’ actor, dies at 97  
 
   April 1, 2024
  
  

	          Chance Perdomo dies in motorcycle crash; ‘Gen V’ actor was 27  
 
   March 30, 2024
  
  

	          Louis Gossett Jr., ‘An Officer and a Gentleman’ star who broke barriers in Hollywood, dies  
 
   March 29, 2024
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    How to have the best Sunday in L.A., according to Cheech Marin  
 



	          Start your day in Little Tokyo celebrating Giant Robot, end at these artist-approved gems  
 
   March 26, 2024
  
  

	       For Subscribers
   14 glorious things to do in Vancouver, the ‘California of Canada’   
 
   March 26, 2024
  
  

	          ‘I can’t do it anymore’: Alex Edelman on ending ‘Just for Us,’ his hit show about antisemitism  
 
   March 26, 2024
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 	         [image: Los Angeles Dodgers' Shohei Ohtani, right, and his interpreter, Ippei Mizuhara, leave after at a news conference ahead of a baseball workout at Gocheok Sky Dome in Seoul, South Korea, Saturday, March 16, 2024. Ohtani’s interpreter and close friend has been fired by the Dodgers following allegations of illegal gambling and theft from the Japanese baseball star. (AP Photo/Lee Jin-man)]  
    How the saga of Shohei Ohtani and his interpreter unfolded — and why it’s not over  
 



	         Shohei Ohtani’s attorneys accuse interpreter of ‘massive theft’ tied to alleged gambling  
 
   March 23, 2024
  
  

	          After losing a world champion boxer’s pension records, California finally admits error  
 
   March 5, 2024
  
  

	          ‘Scandalous’: L.A. General again among highest in U.S. in restraining psychiatric patients  
 
   Feb. 3, 2024
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    L.A. Affairs: What am I doing here, I thought — until spotting a shirtless dude by the pool  
 



	          L.A. Affairs: I slept with a married man with kids. But don’t call me a home-wrecker  
 
   March 22, 2024
  
  

	          L.A. Affairs: I was 18. He was 36 and my teacher. Could our marriage survive?  
 
   March 15, 2024
  
  

	          L.A. Affairs: I keep calling my new boyfriend Paul. That’s my ex’s name  
 
   March 8, 2024
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  	           [image: Mexicali, Mexico-June 7, 2023-This test strip show that the heroin that was used is positive for fentanyl. (A La Sala worker laid a fentanyl test strip on it. A red line soon appeared.) Most all drugs are now laced with fentanyl. A man injects heroin laced with fentanyl at a safe house in Mexicali. Most all of the heroin and meth drugs in Mexicali have traces of fentanyl, leading to a high death rate amongst addicts. Even if they wanted to avoid fentanyl, it would be impossible. (Carolyn Cole / Los Angeles Times)]  
    California is making fentanyl test strips free to organizations. How to get a kit   
 


  
	           [image: A sign of a house under foreclosure is shown in Antioch, Calif., Thursday, Aug. 14, 2008. (AP Photo/Paul Sakuma)]  
    Need help with missed mortgage payments in California? Apply soon: Money is running out  
 


  
	           [image: NEW YORK, NEW YORK - MARCH 22: A screen displays the news of the Princess of Wales's cancer diagnosis at the News Corporation building on March 22, 2024 in New York City. Catherine, Princess of Wales, disclosed that she is undergoing chemotherapy for cancer at an early stage, appealing for "time, space, and privacy" as she completes her treatment. (Photo by Adam Gray/Getty Images)]  
    Kate Middleton is helping her kids through cancer diagnosis. How to talk to your children  
 


  
	           [image: A baby monitor from Hubdic is seen at the Las Vegas Convention Center during the Consumer Electronics Show January 10, 2024, in Las Vegas, Nevada. (Photo by Brendan Smialowski / AFP) (Photo by BRENDAN SMIALOWSKI/AFP via Getty Images)]  
    Is your smart device safe from hackers? New FCC program will label cybersecure technology   
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    Vitamix Propel 510 Blender Review  
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An Honest Review of Blendtec
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Budget vs. High-End Standing Desk Comparison and Review


   
           Humidifier Comparison: Which One Is Best for Your Budget?  
 
We tested three humidifiers in different price ranges to determine which is the best for each budget.
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Home Air Purifiers: Which One Tops the List?
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